Cooling Tower Market: By Product (Evaporative, Dry, & Hybrid), By Design (Mechanical Draft & Natural Draft), By End-User (Power Generation, Chemical, Food & Beverage, HVACR, Petrochemical and Oil & Gas) & By Region-Forecast (2017-2022)

Description: Cooling towers are heat transfer equipment operated to lower the ambient temperatures within enclosed spaces. In cooling towers heat and mass transfer takes place. Globally, technological advancements cooling tower, stringent environmental regulations, rise in the HVACR deployments, increase in industrial investments, and growing demand from nuclear power generation are the prime growth drivers of global cooling tower market. In addition, increase in adoption of cooling tower for newer applications, and emerging economies such as China, India and others, will create new opportunities for global cooling tower market. However, the research and development having higher cost, and requirement of large quantity of water are the key restraints for global cooling tower market.

This report identifies the global cooling tower market size in for the year 2015-2017, and forecast of the same for year 2022. It also highlights the potential growth opportunities in the coming years, while also reviewing the market drivers, restraints, growth indicators, challenges, market dynamics, competitive landscape, and other key aspects with respect to global cooling tower market.

Cooling Tower Market

Geographically Asia Pacific dominated global cooling tower market, and is projected to have fastest growth, owing to rapidly increasing population, industrialization, growing infrastructure development, and rise in demand from the HVACR in developing nation such as China, and India in this region. Among all the end-users, power generation segment has the highest market share in global cooling tower market.

This report segments global cooling tower market on the basis of type, design, end-user, and regional market as follows:

- Cooling Tower Market, By Type: Evaporative Cooling Tower, Dry Cooling Tower, and Hybrid Cooling Tower
- Cooling Tower Market, By Design: Mechanical Draft Cooling Tower, and Natural Draft Cooling Tower
- The report has focused study on cooling tower market by basis of end-user such as: Power Generation, Chemical, Food & Beverage, HVACR, Petrochemical and Oil & Gas, and Others
- This is report has been further segmented into major regions, which includes detailed analysis of each region such as: North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific (APAC), and Rest of the World (RoW) covering all the major country level markets in each of the region

This report identifies all the major companies operating in the cooling tower market. Some of the major companies' profiles in detail are as follows:

- Hamon & CIE International SA
- Baltimore Aircoil Company Inc.
- Paharpur Cooling Tower Limited
- Star Cooling Towers Pvt. Ltd.
- Brentwood Industries, Inc.
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